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THE new z/OS 1.2 TCP/IP stack introduces a greatly
enhanced Simple Network Management Protocol

(SNMP) Management Information Base (MIB) to allow the
systems programmer to perform diagnostics for the TCP/IP
stack and sessions. The SNMP MIB includes hundreds of
variables to analyze the core Internet protocols: Internet
Protocol (IP), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User
Datagram Protocol (UDP), and Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP), plus many other variables not available by
any other means. Invaluable sources of data for monitoring
z/OS performance and for troubleshooting include backlog
for listener sessions or IP packets dropped for Communication
Storage Manager (CSM) memory shortages. This article pro-
vides an introduction to SNMP, an overview of the z/OS
MIB, discusses some interesting MIB tables, and concludes
with several case studies where specific MIB variables can be
used effectively for troubleshooting.

WHAT IS SNMP?

SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is a diag-
nostic architecture that has become the de facto standard for
network management. Most network hardware and software
vendors implement SNMP MIBs (diagnostic databases) in
their products. Products exist that provide generic access to
SNMP MIBs. Often, each vendor provides a product to
access its own MIBs. Many excellent books have been writ-
ten that discuss SNMP in great detail; I will highlight a few
points. Please see the reference at the end of this article if you
wish to explore SNMP architecture further.

SNMP AGENT/MANAGER

The SNMP implementation contains two basic parts: an
SNMP agent and an SNMP manager. An SNMP agent resides

in the device being managed. The SNMP manager is the por-
tion that queries the devices and shows the results. Naturally,
this is the most basic scenario. In reality, there are manager
of managers and proxy agents and many other complications.
Pricing for SNMP managers ranges from expensive to free.

PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE MIBS

MIBs are databases that contain information about the
device being managed. Any device that supports SNMP must
support a core set of MIBs called “public.” They are called
public because their architecture is governed by Request for
Comments (RFCs), as is the TCP/IP architecture, and their
definitions are open to modification by the community at
large and not by any one vendor.

The most interesting public MIBs are those dealing with
the core Internet protocols: TCP, UDP, ICMP, and IP and the
interfaces and system MIB that provide base configuration
and status information on the device.

The public MIBs contain a vast amount of information.
Some highlights follow:

1. System: Contains identifying information on the
SNMP agent. Variables include location of the device,
vendor device identifier, and device name.

2. TCP: Contains information on the overall operation
and statistics about TCP on the device. Variables
include TCP packets in/out, total connections,
retransmissions, and resets.

3. TCP Connection: Contains information on each
active connection supported by TCP on the device.
As connections are transient, the number of entries in
this table will change accordingly. Variables include
connection state, local/remote address, and
local/remote port.
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4. IP: Contains information on the overall functioning of IP
on the device. Variables include IP packets sent and
received, IP fragmentation, IP discards, and also contains
the route table.

5. ICMP: Contains information on connectivity and network
layer problems. Variables include: destination unreachable,
redirects, echo in /out.

6. UDP: Contains information on the overall functioning of
UDP on the device. Variables include UDP datagrams in/out,
and no ports.

7. Interfaces: Contains information per each interface on the
device. Variables include packets per interface, status, MTU,
errors, and queue length.

Private MIBs, on the other hand, contain information designed
by a specific vendor to provide diagnostic information on their pro-
prietary equipment. The z/OS private MIB is an example of one
such MIB. It was designed and implemented by IBM for use on
their equipment.

Z/OS PRIVATE MIB

The z/OS private MIB contains many variables previously avail-
able only with Netstat or other interactive commands. There are
three subagent or MIB types for z/OS:

● TCP/IP subagent: reporting stack related information
● OMPROUTE subagent: OSPF related, interrogates the OSPF

MIB as described in RFC1850
● SLA subagent: reports on service policies and

performance statistics for the services defined in policies
(SLAPM MIB - RFC2758).

This article will concentrate on the use of the parameters provided by
the TCP/IP subagent and the public MIBs for problem diagnostics.

TABLES IN TCP/IP SUBAGENT

The main tables in the TCP/IP subagent are as follows:

● System: parameters from TCP/IP profile, basic stack information
● Device: the configuration of the devices known to the stack
● Links: the configuration of the links known to the stack
● Ports: the configuration of the reserved ports
● OSA/SF Channel: Configuration of OSA-2 ATM interface
● OSA/SF Ports: Configuration of ports on OSA-2 ATM interface
● OSA/SF PVC: Performance of PVC’s within OSA-2 ATM ports
● ATM SNA LE: OSA SNA LAN emulation configuration

and performance
● ATM LEC Configuration: ATM LAN emulation client

configuration
● ATM LEC Status: ATM LAN emulation client status
● ATM LEC Statistics: ATM LAN emulation client performance
● ATM LEC Server: Configuration of LEC server
● TCP Connection: Extension of TCP and TCP connection

public MIB
● Listener: TCP connection information for listener connections
● UDP: Extension to UDP public MIB for listener connections

● IP: Extensions to IP Public MIB
● OSA Express Channel: OSA Express base channel information
● OSA Express LPAR: OSA Express Performance by LPAR
● OSA Express Ethernet: OSA Express Ethernet port

configuration / status/ performance
● DVIPA Base: Dynamic VIPA configuration
● DVIPA Routing: Configuration of Dynamic VIPA routing
● DVIPA Port: Configuration of Dynamic VIPA port

You may notice that there are extensions to the public MIB for TCP
connections, TCP, UDP, and IP. These extensions contain parameters
unique to the mainframe. For example, the IP public MIB contains
a variable for IP discards, the z/OS extension to the IP MIB con-
tains discards because of Communications Storage Manager
(CSM) buffers. CSM buffers are unique to z/OS.

Unfortunately, I cannot discuss each of these tables in detail, as
each table contains from 10 to 100 variables each. Each variable
may be worthy of one or two pages of discussion. I will first cate-
gorize the overall functionality within the z/OS private MIB and
then discuss two specific areas: the Listener table and the OSA
Express tables.

CATEGORIES/FUNCTIONS

The types of phenomenon represented by the MIB variables for
the z/OS MIB and the public MIBs can be broken into four basic
categories: configuration, errors, performance (rates, traffic,
response time), and status. These categories are implemented across
functional areas such as:

● mainframe operating system (OS/390, z/OS)
● enhancements to core Internet protocols (TCP, UDP, IP)
● network components (OSA, ATM)

Hence, as shown in Figure 1, a matrix of variables exists with errors,
performance and status across the various functional categories.

In reality, this is a far more complex matrix, for example, the cat-
egory Configuration contains the variables in the following areas:

● Devices
● Interfaces
● IP Configuration
● IP Routing
● Links
● OSA Ethernet
● OSA Express
● Reserved Ports
● Stack Configuration
● SNMP System Configuration
● TCP Configuration
● UDP Configuration
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 Configuration Errors Performance  Status  

Core Internet Protocols           X   X         X    X 

Attachments (OSA, ATM)            X   X         X    X 

z/OS Stack           X    

FIGURE 1: Z/OS MIB FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES 
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As Figure 2 demonstrates, we can drill down into the TCP con-
figuration to find the values for the TCP send and receiver buffer
sizes, the value of the Keep Alive Timer, whether Send Garbage is
enabled, if Restrict Low Ports is set on and many other parameters,
which control the global behavior of TCP/IP.

Some of the values are from the TCP public MIB and others from
the z/OS TCP/IP MIB. The parameters shown usually apply to all
TCP/IP implementations, for example TCP/IP on Unix or Windows
would have the same fields. The fields are often defined in RFCs.
At times, some fields from the z/OS TCP/IP MIB are unique to the
z/OS TCP/IP implementation. Many of the values shown are
defined in the TCP/IP profile. For example, you may find the fol-
lowing statements in the TCP/IP profile:

TCPCONFIG: Provides settings for the TCP layer of TCP/IP.

TCPSENDBFRSIZE 16K

TCPRCVBUFRSIZE 16K

SENDGARBAGE FALSE

RESTRICTLOWPORTS

You can see that these relate directly to what you are seeing in
the z/OS TCP/IP MIB. It also is becoming clear that the num-
ber of parameters is vast and quite overwhelming. A discussion
on the “best” values for the above parameters must be left to
another article.

Here I will examine two portions of the TCP/IP subagent in
depth: OSA Express tables and the Listener table. First, I will pre-
sent the variables and then some case studies, which discuss spe-
cific problems that may be solved by using the MIB variables.

OSA EXPRESS TABLE

Some of the most interesting variables deal with the measure-
ment of OSA Express throughput and performance. The SNMP
variables provided for OSA Express are quite similar to those
provided for the CISCO CIP. At the end of this article, I present a
case study of OSA performance which may shed some light on how
to use these variables to solve performance problems.

The following three key tables measure OSA performance:

● OSA Express Channel Table: contains one entry per OSA
Express device interface

● OSA Express Performance Table: contains performance
information for each use of an OSA Express adapter by an LPAR

● OSA Express Ethernet Port Table: contains Ethernet
specific data

OSA Express Channel Table
As Figure 3 shows, within the OSA Express channel table, there

are configuration entries and throughput/performance related
entries. The most interesting are the measurements of the PCI Bus
and processor utilization. The PCI Bus utilization variables show
the percent of time the PCI Bus was used for data transfer, not
including time used for routine maintenance tasks. This is a real
measurement of throughput.

The processor utilization variables show the percent of time the
CHPID processor was used for data transfer functions, again not
including time spent on routine activity. Having the numbers

available broken out by 1 minute, 5 minutes, and one hour allows
you to see the use of the OSA Express in real time and the recent
past. To view the trend of use over time, this data must be kept
historically and charted.

OSA Express Performance Table
The table in Figure 4 contains performance information for each

time that a logical partition (LPAR) uses an OSA Express adapter.
As noted previously, the processor utilization does not include idle
time and can show if the processor is used more heavily by one
LPAR over another. Again, this data shows use by each LPAR in
real time and the recent past. To view the trend of use over time, this
data must be kept historically and charted.

OSA Express Ethernet Port Table
The table in Figure 5 contains Ethernet specific data. Data is pro-

vided for configuration, status, traffic, and errors. Some of the most
interesting fields in this MIB table deal with the hardware state of

FIGURE 2: TCP CONFIGURATION DETAILS 

Configuration entries:
Channel Number
Channel Type
Channel Subtype
Channel Mode
Channel State

Shared Indicator
Number of Ports
Node Description
Control Unit Number
Code Level

Current LPAR Name
Current LPAR Number
Managing LPAR Name
Managing LPAR Number

Performance entries

PCI Bus Utilization 1 Minute
PCI Bus Utilization 5 Minutes
PCI Bus Utilization 1 Hour

Processor Utilization 1 Minute
Processor Utilization 5 Minutes
Processor Utilization 1 Hour

FIGURE 3: OSA EXPRESS TABLE CONFIGURATION AND THROUGHPUT 

Performance Entries
Processor Use 1 Minute
Processor Use 5 Min.
Processor Use 1 Hour

In KB Rate 1 Minute
In KB Rate 5 Min.
In KB Rate 1 Hour

Out KB Rate 1 Minute
Out KB Rate 5 Min.
Out KB Rate 1 Hour

FIGURE 4: OSA EXPRESS PERFORMANCE INFORMATION BY LPAR 

Configuration
Port Number
Port Name
Port Type
Configuration Name
Configured Speed
Actual Speed
MAC Address Active
MAC Address Burnt In

Errors
Unknown IP Frames In

Status
Hardware State
Port Service Mode
Port Disabled Status

Traffic
Packets Out
Packets In
Group Frames In
Broadcast Frames In

FIGURE 5: OSA EXPRESS ETHERNET PORT TABLE 
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the Ethernet port. The port may be in the
following states:

● Link Failure
● Disabled
● Enabled

The link failure state means that OSA
cannot detect signal on the link—possibly
due to a missing cable or the installation
not being correct. If the port is disabled,
further information may be found in the
Port Disabled status field. The Port
Disabled status field may indicate that the
port is disabled due to one of the follow-
ing reasons:

● Internal port failure
● Service processor request
● Network request
● OSA/SF request
● Configuration change
● Link failure threshold exceeded
● Port temporarily disabled

As you can see, the MIB variables dealing with
OSA Express contain a great many useful
variables. Later in this article, we will examine
a case study dealing with OSA Express and the
use of some of these variables.

LISTENER MEASUREMENT

The Listener table shown in Figure 6 (on
page 22) provides information on TCP lis-
teners. Listeners are sockets that are in listen
state waiting for a connection. In the SNA
world, you may think of them as applications.
The interesting fields in this table concern
the number of sessions accepted by this lis-
tener and if any were dropped.

● Accept Count: The total number of
connections accepted by the CICS
listener.

● Exceed Backlog: The total number of
connections dropped by the CICS
listener due to backlog exceeded.

● Current Backlog: The current number
of connections in backlog.

● Maximum in Backlog: The maximum
number of connections allowed in
backlog at one time.

If you trend these variables over time, you
may see if capacity is exceeded or if the
maximum backlog parameter for the listener
needs to be adjusted. Figure 7 (on page 22)

shows a view of listeners on one small
TCP/IP system.

CASE STUDIES

The hundreds of variables can be over-
whelming unless one knows what to do
with them. To breathe a bit of life into the
morass of numbers, we will examine how
specific variables may apply to a real
problem situation. The following case
studies illustrate where and which MIB
variables may be of use.

CASE STUDY # 1:
TCP LISTENER THROUGHPUT

Problem
We have two CICS listeners with perfor-

mance problems. Both show the same
problem. During stress testing, when they
reach a transaction rate of 15 per second or
so, they start to degrade. As a result, the
testing is never able to exercise them at
more than about 15 transactions per second.

Suggestions & MIB Variables
You can use the following suggestions to

resolve this problem:

● One place to look is at the backlog
number in the listener. The backlog
number may be too small and may be
filling up with queued sessions. A small
backlog number leads to retransmits in
session startup. Whatever the number
is, try increasing it. This value is
defined at the application level - for
example, in the CICS definitions.

● Check the TCP/IP stack definition for
SOMAXCONN. The default is 10.
This is the maximum number of
connections for the stack that will be
used for the listen. SOMAXCONN
specifies a maximum connection length
for the connection request queues
created by the socket call listen(). This
is the maximum number of concurrent
sessions. The default is 10.

SOMAXCONN is used in
conjunction with the backlog queue
value specified in application programs.
As a socket connection request arrives
at the TCP/IP stack and the server is
busy processing a previous request,
the new request is queued up to the
amount specified with the
SOMAXCONN parameter.

When that number is exceeded,
TCP/IP connection requests will time
out and get refused. The value
specified in the backlog queue cannot
exceed that of SOMAXCONN. No
error will be given, but the value of
SOMAXCONN will be used.
SOMAXCONN is set per listener. In
other words, the SOMAXCONN
value is not cumulative for all
listener ports.

● You may want to check if your listeners
are multi-tasking the incoming requests
(i.e., givesocket(), attach sub task, take-
socket(), etc. If not, then the accept
queue could reach its max because
each request was being processed
sequentially. If you are already multi-
tasking, then the problem may be on
the CICS side.

MIB Variables:
In this case, the z/OS MIB can provide

information on the CICS backlog and the
stack configuration parameters:

CICS backlog:

● Accept Count: The total number of
connections accepted by the CICS lis-
tener.

● Exceed Backlog: The total number of
connections dropped by the CICS lis-
tener due to backlog exceeded.

● Current Backlog: The current number of
connections in backlog.

● Maximum in Backlog: The maximum
number of connections allowed in
backlog at one time.

You may want to view these parameters
not just in real time but also monitor them
over time (historical trend) so you can see
if any connections are being dropped by
the listener during the course of testing.

Stack Configuration:
The field mentioned above: Maximum

number of socket connections (SOMAX-
CONN) for the stack, defined in the TCP
Profile, is available from the z/OS MIB.

CASE STUDY # 2:
FTP CSM DROPS

Problem
A user is getting a very large file with FTP

and failed midway with a timeout error. In the
FTP Log, the following message may be seen:
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TO0583 read_ascii_as_image: CSM,GET_BUFFER,failed,rc(fe)

reason(12)

Some time later, the FTP terminated with the timeout error
shown above. I understand the FE reason code means that FTP
could not get some of the frames in the buffer request and the
second number (12) was the number of frames FTP couldn’t get.
Is this a problem with CSM?

Suggestions & MIB Variables
FTP uses Communications Storage Manager (CSM) buffers as

well as other resources. There may be a temporary shortage of
the CSM or the particular type of CSM buffers involved. In this
case, the z/OS MIB can provide information on whether and
when z/OS IP has discarded packets because of CSM shortages.
The fields to check are in the z/OS IP MIB and are as follows:

● In Discards Memory: The number of IP inbound packets
discarded due to a CSM storage shortage.

● Out Discards Memory: The number of IP outbound packets
discarded due to a CSM storage shortage.

You may wish to monitor these variables over time (historical
trend) so you can see if any IP packets are being dropped at times
of peak workload. You may also want to set alerts on these fields so
that you will be immediately notified if problems occur at any time.

CASE STUDY # 3:
IP FRAGMENTATION LEADING TO POOR
RESPONSE TIME

Problem
We have an application that uses an Oracle database. Every

once in a while, the application seems to send a large burst of traffic,
and the response time goes up tremendously. We think this is a
fragmentation issue. How can we trap this? And, if we can’t do
anything about it, can we at least see if it is going on so our help
desk can tell people who call what the problem might be?

Suggestions & MIB Variables
Fragmentation is described in the IP public MIB. In this particu-

lar case, you need to think about whether or not the fragmentation
is occurring at the z/OS system or somewhere in the network at a
router. The IP public MIB is supported by routers as well as the
z/OS system.

CASE STUDY # 4:
OSA THROUGHPUT

Problem
We are trying to transfer huge amounts of data for a SAP R2/R3

conversion from OS/390 to AIX (RS6000). The data is bundled in
500MB chunks.

We are using OSA Express but do not know if we are getting the
throughput we require. The end-to-end measurements do not look
good. We are wondering where the bottleneck may be, the OSA
Express or another place in the network.

Suggestions & MIB Variables
Many installations have purchased OSA Express but are now

struggling with how to measure it. Did you get your money’s
worth? You may want to check trending, alerting and real-time
reports for OSA Express. The following are suggestions for
monitoring.

● PCI bus utilization
● Processor utilization
● In Kbytes rate
● Output Kbytes rate
● Ethernet errors
● Total number of bytes in and out

CONCLUSION

I have only touched upon the many interesting MIB variables
available with the z/OS TCP/IP private MIB. This MIB is an invalu-
able source for the systems programmer to do diagnostics for the
TCP/IP stack and attached devices such as ATM or OSA Express.
Of course, one of the problems with the hundreds of variables is
how to organize and effectively categorize them for best use.

I also presented several case studies dealing with problems,
which may be solved by using these variables. Stories bring learn-
ing to life. When people go to conferences, the best learning may
be the “war stories” they share over drinks at the bar at night. I hope
that the war stories discussed here may serve to bring the MIB vari-
ables to life.

Nalini Elkins is the CEO and founder of Inside Products, Inc. Inside
Products develops network and systems management products for
TCP/IP and Linux. Ms. Elkins  has over 25 years of experience in net-
work management and product development. She may be contacted
at: nalini_elkins@inside-products.com

Listener Table contains:
Local Address Type
Local Address
Local Port
Resource Name

Accept Count
Exceed Backlog
Current Backlog
Maximum in Backlog

FIGURE 6: TCP LISTENERS INFORMATION 

FIGURE 7: TCP LISTENERS-Z/OS MIB 
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